Newsletter May 2011
How could we arrange shipments
during the May Day?
Although it’s a holiday, we also need to make
Dear PSL friends and Partners,

sure that all cargos move regularly, so we have

Here comes the news from

made arrangement before, during and after the

Premiere Logistics! You’ll

holiday.

know how we arrange
shipments during all holidays
from these May Day version of
newsletter.

Holidays and World University Game at the same
time? Don’t worry! E-mails about tight space
were sent out to all our worldwide partners in
April. We suggested our customers to inform us
in advance, so we can make better arrangements
for them.We also have booked the space for all
the cargos before in order to assure no delay due
to the holiday.

Celebrations for the Labor Day*

The May Day holiday was
established in 1889, in memory
of the strike in Chicago in
1886. The workers fight for
their rights and the “Eight
Hour Day”.

Our marketing team is
very professional and
creative!
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During the holiday we also have

destinations. So if there are any

some colleagues to stay at the office.

problems, we could check and fix it

We’ll keep an eye on customs

as soon as possible.

clearance procedure in case of any
delay, for the China Customs came
off work earlier than usual. Our
staff at the airport also worked
overtime to make sure that all our
cargos are in good status.
Our staff at airport, measuring cargos

Due to these arrangements, most of
the shipments that were moved
during the May Day successfully
reached their destinations. In June
there will be also a traditional
holiday(4 June to 6 June), and we
believe that we will make better
arrangements in the future.

As soon as we get back to work on

See you next month!

May 3, first thing we do is to check

Little Puzzle

if all cargos move regularly to their

Our operation team!
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